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QUESTION 1

Rosemarie needs to purchase a one-time landscape design service for her company. Her vendor would like to have a
commitment from her company before they provide the service. No item currently exists in SAP Business One for
landscape design. What is the most logical and efficient way for her to proceed? 

A. Skip the step of creating a purchase order, instead create a goods receipt PO to send to the vendor. 

B. Create a journal entry to record the cost of the service. 

C. Select the setting for a service type purchase order which allows her to create service rows with description, G/L
account and price. 

D. Use a text row in an item type purchase order. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

When you print invoices, you want to include a promotional code and static text that explains how to use the code. The
promotional code gives certain customers a discount on their next purchase. The promotional code has been added as
a user-defined field to the business partner master data, based on the customer\\'s previous purchase. If there is no
promotional code in the customer master, both fields should not be printed. How can you implement this requirement
using Crystal Reports? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Use a formula on the text field to change the contents of the text field to blank if the code is null. 

B. Suppress the text field and add a formula that checks if the code is null. 

C. Drag the two fields together in the report so that the boundaries of the two fields merge. If the user-defined field is
null, the text field will not be printed. 

D. Select both fields and link them using a sub-report. If the database field is null, the text field will not be printed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are possible business partner master types? Note. There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

A. Buyers 

B. Leads 

C. Employees 

D. Vendors 

E. Customers 
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Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 4

SG Products will go live tomorrow. The client has just done a stock count and presents the numbers to the
implementation consultant. The stock is managed with the moving average valuation method. What is a best practice to
ensure that the initial stock quantity is correctly valued in the new SAP Business One system? 

A. Enter the initial stock quantities from the stock count using the last purchase price as the item cost. 

B. Enter the quantities from the stock count using the last average price. 

C. Enter the initial quantities from the stock count but do not enter a price. 

D. Enter the quantities from the stock count using the actual purchase price. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You created a delivery for a sales order. The delivery automatically created a journal entry. Why was the journal entry
created? 

A. This journal entry is created when a customer is tax liable. When a delivery document which contains a tax amount is
created, the system automatically creates a journal entry. 

B. All sales documents that affect inventory quantity create a journal entry regardless of which type of inventory method
is used. 

C. Every document in the sales process creates a journal entry from the sales order through the invoice. 

D. You are using perpetual inventory so every document that affects inventory creates a journal entry to reflect the
inventory value in the general ledger. 

Correct Answer: D 
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